Make Their First Bow a Daisy®

Generation after generation, just about everyone takes their first shot with a Daisy® BB gun. So it just makes sense that Daisy® would introduce a youth archery line. Products include a longbow and compound bow, recommended for age 10 and older with adult supervision and crossbow recommended for age 16 and older with adult supervision.

Young archers will have fun, learn valuable skills and gain confidence with each shot. Both bows feature adjustable sights, fiberglass limbs and an ambidextrous shoot-through riser design which keeps the arrow centered on the rest for increased accuracy and safety. The crossbow has a draw weight of 29 lbs. and a cocking stirrup for easier cocking. Each product includes two arrows or bolts.

Crossbow

Model YA0003

Daisy’s Crossbow is a great way to introduce young shooters to the fun of crossbow target shooting. The mechanical safety engages when the crossbow is cocked. The draw weight is 29 lbs. which is ideal for training young shooters. The rear sight is adjustable for windage and elevation. Daisy’s Crossbow is appropriate for ages 16 and older with adult supervision.

Part No. 964003-402
UPC 039256640036

- Draw weight 29 lbs
- Fiberglass limb
- Composite frame
- Adjustable rear sight
- Cocking stirrup for easier cocking

Includes
- Two 16” aluminum bolts
Ambidextrous Shoot-Thru Riser And Rest Design Increases Accuracy And Safety

Designed for the beginner archer, ideal for all youth. Young shooters will have fun, learn valuable skills and gain confidence with each shot. Shoot-thru riser design keeps the arrow centered on the rest.

Longbow
Model YA0001
Daisy’s Longbow is loaded with features but sized for young shooters just getting started in archery. The riser allows shooters to safely get on target while keeping the arrow centered on the rest. The Daisy Longbow has an adjustable single pin sight that can be positioned on either side of the riser for left or right handed shooters and can be sighted in as close as 6 meters, which is ideal for any beginner archer’s first shot. Daisy’s Longbow is appropriate for ages 10 and older with adult supervision.

Part No. 964001-403
UPC 039256640012

• Ambidextrous shoot-thru riser for right and left handed shooters
• 10 lbs. (@ 16" draw) to 21 lbs. draw weight
• 24" max draw length
• Fiberglass limbs
• Adjustable single pin sight
• Sights in as close as 6 meters

Includes
• Two 26" fiberglass target arrows
• Arrow quiver
• 3 Finger rollers
• Armguard

Compound Bow
Model YA0002
Daisy’s Compound Bow features a draw weight of 13-19 lbs (depending on cam position) and is loaded with features for smaller framed novice archers. The riser makes it easy for both right and left handed shooters to safely get on target while keeping the arrow centered on the rest. The sight and cable guard can be positioned on either side of the bow for left or right handed shooters. The bow can be sighted in as close as 6 meters, which is ideal for any beginner archer’s first shot. Daisy’s Compound Bow is appropriate for ages 10 and older with adult supervision.

Part No. 964002-403
UPC 039256640029

• Ambidextrous shoot-thru riser for right and left handed shooters
• Right and left cable guard
• 13 lbs. to 19 lbs. draw weight
• 16” to 25” draw length
• 60% let off
• Fiberglass limbs
• Adjustable single pin sight
• Sights in as close as 6 meters

Includes
• Two 26” fiberglass target arrows
• Arrow quiver
• 3 Finger rollers
• Armguard
26” Target Arrows
Model YA0001
Durable fiberglass shaft arrows feature a non-removable target point. Use with Daisy® Youth Bows and any bow not exceeding 30 lbs. draw weight. Package includes three arrows.

Part No. 960001-406
UPC 039256600016

- Non removable target points
- Durable fiberglass shafts

16” Target Bolts
Model YA0002
Durable aluminum shaft bolts feature a non-removable target point. Use with Daisy® Youth Crossbow and any crossbow not exceeding 30 lbs. draw weight. Package includes four bolts.

Part No. 960002-406
UPC 039256600023

- Non removable target points
- Durable aluminum shafts

Keep up with Daisy and join the conversation. We look forward to it!